Abstract: n this paper a ranking procedure based on Octagonal fuzzy numbers, is applied to a fuzzy valued transportation problem. Using this ranking method we convert any fuzzy transportation problem (cost, demand and supply appearing as octagonal fuzzy numbers) to a crisp valued transportation problem which then can be solved using the MODI method. The proposed method serves as an efficient method in ranking Octagonal fuzzy numbers which is illustrated through a numerical example.
Introduction
The transportation problem was originally introduced and developed by Hitch Cock in 1941, in which the parameters like transportation cost, demand and supply are crisp values. But in the present world the transportation parameters may be uncertain due to many uncontrolled factors. The transportation problem is a special case of Linear programming problem, which permit us to determine the optimum shipping patterns between origins and destinations. The solution of the problem will empower us to determine the number of units to be transported from a particular origin to a particular destination so that the cost obtained is minimum or the time taken is minimum or the profit obtained is maximum.
Let a i be the number of units of a product available at origin i and b j be the number of units of the product required at destination j. Let C ij be the cost of transporting one unit from origin i to destination j and let x ij be the amount of quantity carried or shipped from origin i to destination j. A fuzzy transportation problem is a transportation problem in which the transportation expenditures, supply and demand quantities are fuzzy quantities. Michael [9] has proposed an algorithm for elucidating transportation problems with fuzzy constraints and has discussed the relationship between the algebraic structure of the fuzzy optimum solution of the deterministic problem and its fuzzy equivalent. Nagoor Gani and Abdul Razack [10] procured a fuzzy solution for a two stage cost minimizing fuzzy transportation problem. Fuzzy numbers must be ranked before a decision is taken by a decision maker. Ranking normal fuzzy numbers were first introduced by Jain [5] for decision making in fuzzy situations. The fuzzy set theory has been applied in many fields such as Management, Engineering etc. Pandian and Natarajan [11] proposed a algorithm namely fuzzy Zero point method for finding optimal solution of a fuzzy transportation problem with trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Few of these ranking methods have been reviewed and compared by Bortolan and Degani [2] . Presently Chen and Hwang reviewed the existing methods for ranking fuzzy numbers and each approach has drawbacks in some aspects [4] . Ranking fuzzy numbers has attracted research attention due to their vast applications in the theory of fuzzy decision making, risk analysis, data analysis, optimization, etc. Several ranking methods have been proposed by many authors since 1980 [1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 12] .
In this paper a new ranking method is introduced on octagonal fuzzy numbers. By using this ranking the fuzzy transportation problem is converted to a crisp valued problem, which could be solved using VAM method for initial solution and MODI method for optimal solution. The optimal solution could be got either as a fuzzy number or as a crisp number.
The paper is organized as follows : In Section 2, the notion of fuzzy number and octagonal fuzzy numbers are recalled. In Section 3, the ranking method is proposed for octagonal fuzzy numbers. In Section 4, a numerical example (FTP) is solved to illustrate the proposed ranking method. Finally the paper ends with a conclusion.
Preliminaries
In this section we define some basic definitions which will be applied in this paper.
Definition 2.1. If x is a collection of objects denoted generally by X, then a fuzzy set A in X is explained as a set of ordered pairs A = {(x, µ A (x)/x ∈ X} where µ A (x) is termed as the membership function for the fuzzy set A. The membership function maps each element of X to a membership value between 0 and 1.
Definition 2.2.
A fuzzy set A is defined on universal set of real numbers is said to be a generalized fuzzy number if its membership function has the following attributes: a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 ) where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 are real numbers and its membership function µ A (x) is given below
where 0 < k < 1 Remark 2.5. If k = 0, the octagonal fuzzy number reduces to the trapezoidal fuzzy number (a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 ) and if k = 1, it reduces to the trapezoidal fuzzy number (a 1 , a 4 , a 5 , a 8 ). A = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 ; k, w) where a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 are real numbers and its membership function µ A is given by
Definition 2.6. A fuzzy number A is said to be a generalized octagonal fuzzy number denoted by
µ A (x) =                                      0, for x < a 1 k(x−a 1 ) (a 2 −a 1 ) , for a 1 ≤ x ≤ a 2 k, for a 2 ≤ x ≤ a 3 k + (w − k) (x−a 3 ) (a 4 −a 3 ) , for a 3 ≤ x ≤ a 4 w, for a 4 ≤ x ≤ a 5 k + (w − k) (a 6 −x) (a 6 −a 5 ) , for a 5 ≤ x ≤ a 6 k, for a 6 ≤ x ≤ a 7 k (a 8 −x) (a 8 −a 7 ) , for a 7 ≤ x ≤ a 8 0, for x > a 8
Ranking of Octagonal Fuzzy Numbers
A number of approaches have been proposed for the ranking of fuzzy numbers. Ranking methods map fuzzy number directly into the real line. That is M : F → R which associate every fuzzy number with a real number. a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a 5 , a 6 , a 7 , a 8 ; 0.5, 1)
Let A be a generalized octagonal fuzzy number. The ranking of A is calculated as follows:
R(A) = 3a 1 + 6a 2 + 4a 3 + 5a 4 + 5a 5 + 4a 6 + 6a 7 + 3a 8 36 .
Remark 3.1. If A w and B w are two octagonal fuzzy numbers and w ∈ (0, 1) then we have:
Numerical Example
We shall present a solution to fuzzy transportation problem involving shipping cost, customer demand and availability of products using octagonal fuzzy numbers. Consider the following fuzzy transportation problem. Step 1: Now by using the ranking technique, we convert the given fuzzy problem in to a crisp value problem. The problem is done by taking the value of k as 0.5. The FTP is 2.5 3.5 11.5 7.5 1.5 0. Step 2: Using VAM procedure we obtain the initial solution as The minimum cost is 121.7175 Which is not an optimal solution
DESTINATION
Step 3: Hence by using the MODI method we shall get the optimal solution as 5.22 1.28 1.5 7.5 0.72 2.5
The crisp solution to the transportation problem is Rs 118.6263
Remark 4.1. If we convert the octagonal fuzzy transportation problem in to trapezoidal fuzzy transportation problem and it is solved as in [11] we get the crisp value of the optimum fuzzy transportation cost is z = Rs 140.83
Conclusion
In this paper a simple method of solving fuzzy transportation were introduced by using ranking of fuzzy numbers. We infer the results found were satisfactory and this has been proved with illustrative example. The proposed ranking procedure can be applied in various decision making problems. It is more efficient and simple when compared to the earlier methods. Also it gives us the optimum cost which is very much lower when it is solved using trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
